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matched sampling for causal effects - gbv
4. the use of matched sampling and regression adjustment to remove bias in observational
studies 81 donald b. rubin (1973) 5. assignment to treatment group on the basis of a covariate
99 donald ?. rubin (1977) part iii. basic theory of multivariate matching 115 6. multivanate
matching methods that are equal percent bias reducing, i: some
matching methods for causal inference: a review and a look
matching methods for causal inference: a review and a look forward elizabeth a. stuart
abstract. when estimating causal effects using observational data, it is de-sirable to replicate a
randomized experiment as closely as possible by ob-taining treated and control groups with
similar covariate distributions. this
use of matching methods for causal inference in
while the decomposition of causal effects into multi-ple causal pathways is an important topic
for future re-search (e.g., pearl 2000), its comprehensive treatment is
beyondthescopeofourarticlevertheless,wepartially address this question by modeling causal
heterogeneity in the fifth section. finally, to complete the survey, voters were asked to
matching and weighting methods for causal inference
matched sampling for causal effects (cambridge up) kosuke imai (princeton) matching and
weighting methods duke (january 18 – 19, 2013) 18 / 57. how to check balance success of
matching method depends on the resulting balance how should one assess the balance of
matched data?
matched sampling methods to reduce bias in an
methods for drawing causal inferences from observational data are described in this
docu-ment. matched sampling techniques are employed to reduce bias between experimental
and control groups in an effort to isolate the efffect of early childhood exposure to poverty on
an individual's educational attainment.
causal inference by minimizing the dual norm of bias
existing causal estimators belong to this fam-ily, includingone-to-one matching (with or with-out
replacement), coarsened exact matching, and mean-matched sampling. we propose a range of
new, kernel-based matching and weighting esti-mators that arise when one minimizes the dual
norm of the bias with respect to a reproducing kernel hilbert space.
using statistics to determine causal relationships
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if the unit were exposed to treatment a at time t1, and the cholesterol level that would be
observed if the unit were exposed to treatment b at time t1.let’s denote these outcomes as
yua and yub, respectivelye only distinction between yua and yub is exposure to di erent
treatments; so, the only explanation of any di erence between yua and yub is a di erence in the
e ects of the two
a framework for optimal matching for causal inference
a matched sample out of pairs of treated and control subjects so that the total pairwise
distance between co-variate vectors is small or even minimal, mimicking a randomized
matched-pair experiment [12]. if we allow subjects to be paired with replacement, we can have
a sample with duplicates, resulting in weights that corbarbara sianesi - stata
rosenbaum, p.r. and rubin, d.b. (1985), “constructing a control group using multivariate
matched sampling methods that incorporate the propensity score”, the american statistician,
39, 1, 33-38. dehejia, r.h. and wahba, s. (1999), “causal effects in non-experimental studies:
re-evaluating the evaluation of training
basic concepts of statistical inference for causal effects
for causal effects in experiments and observational studies donald b. rubin department of
statistics harvard university the following material is a summary of the course materials used in
quantitative reasoning (qr) 33, taught by theory and practice of matched sampling – using
propensities and covariates
a theory of statistical inference for matching methods in
a theory of statistical inference for matching methods in causal research stefano m. iacusy
gary kingz giuseppe porrox october 4, 2017 abstract researchers who generate data often
optimize ef?ciency and robustness by choosing strati?ed over simple random sampling
designs. yet, all theories of inference prolab 4: pulse shaping and matched filtering
lab 4: pulse shaping and matched filtering i. overview the objective of this laboratory session is
to introduce the basics of pulse shaping and matched filtering designs in digital communication
systems. at the transmitter, we focus on pulse shaping; while at the receiver, we focus on
matched filtering. pulse shaping is the process of
prospective matching methods in education research
matched sampling for causal effects. cambridge university press. stuart, e. a. (2010). matching
methods for causal inference: a review and a look forward. statistical science: a review journal
of the institute of mathematical statistics, 25(1), 1
maximizing the information content of a balanced matched
keywords and phrases: causal inference, matched sampling, observational studies, propensity
score 1. 2 kilcioglu and zubizarreta environmental protection agency (epa) reported that in
2013 nearly 39% of total u.s. carbon dioxide emissions were due to residential and commercial
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